
Lunar Project tribute Kukai

Lunar Project presents WaitingforAndyWarhol

After the great success of the previous compilations dedicated to the American's Cup Lunar Project 
produces a second chance. Premiered at the PAN Palace of the Arts in Naples, Lunar Project 
presents its second volume, LunareProject tribute Kukai.Waiting for Andy Warhol, a project that 
was born from an idea to conduct more direct users towards the long-awaited exhibition in Naples. 
Not a simple evening but the front door of a cultural path. Andy Warhol, the undisputed icon of the 
'60s and '70s, the father of Pop Art, the artist that allows us to get lost in the dream of colors. Andy 
Warhol is on display at the PAN, Palazzo Arti Napoli, from April, 18th to July, 20th.Waiting for 
Andy Warhol is passion and professionalism in synergy with the sole purpose of giving a 
memorable evening. PAN - April 10th, 2014 - 8pm. The creator of the project is the Art Director 
Roberto Barone, accompanied by the collaboration of creative professionals and exceptional 
selector to share and select only great class music. Waiting for Andy Warhol is part of a 
communication project and promotion of the activities of the PAN for 2014. An evening of DJ sets, 
high artistic content, a great cultural occasion, trendy and beauty. An event that through Lunare 
Project style, will involve the whole city. The attention to details is a peculiarity of Lunare Project 
events. Music, beauty, luxury, consistency, style. Lunare Project and its Installations, the blulunare 
and the enghlitened work station. Reproductions of the paintings and author's quotes. Let's start at 
8pm, DJ sets Roberto Barone, Lupodi Mare, Miluna.Light performer Pino Costa. With the 
participation of the Milanese artist Alessandra Wahid, who will create two impromptu works 
following the mood of the moment. Social room and Sergio Goglia photographer. Lunare social 
room - ambassador and a set set up for the filming of the movie Lunare Face.
Live
Radio Capri from 9pm Massimiliano Morra.
Waiting for Andy Warhol tribute Kukailunare project is in collaboration with the Department of 
Culture and Tourism of Naples and with the participation of Spirale di Idde, association created to 
promote art through the construction of large public events, Andy Warhol. Storefornts, PAN from 
April, 18th to July, 20th. An evening of art and beauty, dedicated to all those who care about the 
culture, beauty and good music. 
Lunare Project 
As part of the drafting of our station, part of the contents are dedicated to the dissemination and 
promotion of cultural activities in the territory in order to render a service to our users and continue 
the project placement our media. Arts and trend and beauty coexist in the project along with another 
dominant aspect, proceed directed towards an ethical thinking. A healthy way of life in which man, 
nature, inspirations, human relationships and social ones, can feel an integral and core of the 
project. It is important to stress that, in a historical moment by uncertain future as the one we are 
experiencing, in which the individual tends to isolate themselves because they commonly deprived 
of the right to dream, because daydreaming is now a pillar of nothing, it is very important to 
recognize the aim of Lunare Project to become a social collector. A clear mission that involves 
plasma-conscious users and sensitive. Transfers and generates opportunities for exchange, 
proposing a model of life adventurous and can with and for all its Lunareambassador, healthy 
carriers of beauty, dreams and hope. After years of only music, here you are the voice that tries to 



look for a new consciousness.It does not consider people as an audience or as a mere listener nor as 
a number, Lunare Project considers the personal aspects, the unicity and the characteristics of 
everyone. We will you feel the stars.

Media Partner:

Radio Capri, Yacht Radio, Radio Capri Television (channel 66 digital tv).

www.lunareproject.it - www.radioyacht.it

Office of Architecture and Design ILARIO KULURIDIS architect, was born in Naples and works 
in Italy and abroad as well. For the PAN event to the PAN the office was responsible for the design 
and supervision of the Pan, it made possible to bring again to life the "Silver Factory" by Andy 
Warhol.

ARTEMIDE was founded in 1960, is one of the lighting brands among the best known in the 
world. World leader in residential lighting and high end professionals. The Artemide Lamps are 
considered at the international level of the icons of contemporary design are exhibited in major 
museums of modern art and design collections in the world. Rosario Rispoli of Artemide, has 
contributed to the event Waiting for Andy Warhol, the lighting of the spaces of Pan.

ARVONIO Company that deals with interior design, especially everything related to the flooring 
and wall surfaces, using materials such as resin, wood, ceramics and porcelain, created by designers 
worldwide. He worked at the event Waiting for Andy Warhol in the implementation, together with 
Mazzocca Carpenter, the sitting benches and objects related to the artist Warhol.

MAZZOCCA is a company operating in the wood industry, from building custom furniture in their 
collections of "items" made famous collaborations and limited edition. He collaborated with Andy 
Warhol event Waiting for the material realization of chairs and decorations for the event.

GE.MA.R SRL is one of the largest manufacturers of balloons in the world, specializing in the 
production and release of balloons made of natural latex. At the forefront in the production 
processes, committed to using only environmentally friendly materials, offering a 100% Made in 
Italy.GE.MA.R managed to penetrate the international markets in a widespread manner thanks to a 
daily production amounting to millions of balloons. It collaborated with Andy Warhol event 
Waiting for the realization of balloons silver clear, refer to the "Silver Factory" by Andy Warhol.
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